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Efficiency Changes
Coming to the SRC

Thanks, Jeff Goelz, for the pictures from 2.9.17

In the coming weeks, patrons may see some gradual
changes taking place in the SRC. The changes are
necessary as we look to reduce monthly supply
costs in the financial situation we are currently
experiencing within the state of Illinois. Some of
these changes are:

• The eventual elimination of soap provided in
the shower areas (both men and women). When
the existing supply runs out, the dispensers will
come down. The majority of our users bring their
own shower essentials as it is now.
• You will see some of the hand sanitizers go
away. Currently, there are multiple stations for
sanitizer within the facility. We will reduce this
number to only those areas in the weight rooms.
• Air fresheners and dispensers will be removed
from the bathrooms.

By simple elimination of these items, we are able
to save over $12k per year. We appreciate your
patience as we look to make the SRC a more efficient
place for all.

New Website for RSS!

Patrons will also see a new website for Recreational
Sports and Services! rec.siu.edu is back up after
being down for a week for some construction. Our
new website is vastly improved and while work is
still being done, it is easier to navigate and get to
the areas you need the most. Try us out!

The Rocky Ledges 5K is
Approaching!
Join the SRC and Touch of Nature for the 5th Annual
Rocky Ledges Trail Run. The event will be held on
Saturday, April 15th at Touch of Nature.
The exciting race will be held on the beautiful
grounds of Touch of Nature. On-site registration
begins at 8 a.m. and is open to all ages. The
race will begin at 9 a.m. Gather all your friends
and sign up for the race! For more info, or to
register online, go to rockyledges5k.siu.edu.
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Becker Pavilion Updates
Those patrons that have been by the Campus Lake
Boat Dock lately may have seen activity ramping
up near the pavilion. The wall separating the lake
and the pavilion are now constructed and work
on the actual Becker Pavilion and Boat Dock will
commence soon.
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